YET MORE PROOF
OBAMA DIDN’T “TAPP”
TRUMP
CNN is reporting that Robert Mueller’s
investigation only recently learned of the June
9, 2016 meeting between Don Jr, Jared Kushner,
Paul Manafort, and Natalia Veselnitskaya, but
will now include it in the scope of the
investigation.
The details of the interactions between
Trump Jr., Goldstone and Veselnitskaya
weren’t fully known to federal
investigators until recently, according
to three US officials familiar with the
probe. The FBI, as part of its counter
intelligence probe and the investigation
into Russian meddling, has scrutinized
some of Donald Trump Jr.’s business
dealings and meetings even before the
latest meeting was disclosed, one of the
US officials said.
Now, Mueller’s probe will look at the
meeting and email exchanges that Trump
Jr. disclosed as part of its
investigation, according to the US
official briefed on the matter.

A different CNN report strongly suggests the
government learned it as a result of Kushner’s
revisions to his SF86 forms — which it sounds
like he has revised almost as many times as Karl
Rove revised his grand jury testimony in the CIA
leak case.
The emails with Donald Trump Jr. about
the Russian meeting were discovered as
Kushner and his legal team prepared for
his testimony before Congress as they
were doing a document review, a source
familiar with the process told CNN.
As soon as the document was discovered,

Kushner’s disclosure form was amended to
include the meeting, the source said.
This means that Kushner’s SF-86 changed
a number of times: First, the inaccurate
form, which left blank the foreign
contacts section. Next (and the next
day), the form was amended to say that
he had multiple contacts and would
disclose those. The process of gathering
information progressed throughout the
winter and spring. Then the form was
amended yet again to include the Trump
Jr. meeting as soon as it was
discovered, a source with knowledge of
the process told CNN.

In other words, until Kushner himself revealed
these emails, the FBI didn’t have them, or even
know about this meeting.
Which further confirms what I noted here: in
addition to all the other things this email
indicates, it confirms the Obama NSA did not
“tapp” the Trump campaign.
That may not be a surprise: as a British citizen
and someone who spends some or most of his time
in the US, Rob Goldstone would not be easily
targetable in NSA spying, and the Russian names
included in the email would not be targetable
under “about” collection.
But this also means that the FBI found nothing
to justify collecting the email accounts of
these recipients themselves, including Don Jr,
Kushner, and even Manafort, the latter of whom
has been under investigation for money
laundering (though it’s not clear what emails
these are).
So either this means the FBI only recent started
collecting the emails of these men (and in so
doing discovered the meeting), or still hasn’t.
Once again, whatever else the dumbass son did by
releasing this email, he has helped to prove,
once and for all, that Obama did not “tapp”

Trump’s campaign.

